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E-vr:J"E FLOCK ~ANAGE~ENT 
By G. E. Ricketts1 
Good management is the key to an efficient and highly profitable ewe flock. Too many flocks are used merely as fencerow scavengers. 
As a result, their productive ability and income potential are either com-
pletely overlooked or grossly neglected. 
Most Illinois farm flocks are supplemental farm operations, but there 
are some farms on which sheep are the rna jor livestock enterprise. Sheep 
economically convert available pasture and roughage into pounds of lamb 
and wool, and help provide for a more even distribution of farm labor 
requirements. Ewe flocks call for a smaller investment and show a greater 
return per animal unit than a beef cow herd. Many flocks are too small 
for economical production and should be enlarged to contribute a greater 
percentage of the livestock income, and therefore warrant more manage-
ment attention. 
Sheep are ideally suited to grassland agriculture, but there has been 
an increasing interest in partially confined or drylot operations, especially 
in the ca h grain areas of Illinois. Most of these operations will have 
facilities for 150 ewes or more. 
The trend in the sheep industry, as in beef and swine, is an ever-
increasing demand for the production of a meat-type animal. The high 
degree of finish to which livestock have been fattened in the past is no 
longer tolerated. The housewife wants less waste fat on the meat she 
buys. In addition, extremely fat animals are not economical to produce, 
because an animal needs 21;4 times as much energy to produce a pound 
of fat as to produce a pound of muscle and bone. 
What is a meat-type lamb? At present we believe it is an efficient, 
rapid gaining lamb that will produce a highly desirable carcass, contain-
ing a minimum amount of fat and a maximum amount of muscle, espe-
cially in the leg and loin areas. To be more specific, lambs should weigh 
at least 90 pounds at 120 days of age, yield 50 percent or more when 
slaughtered, carry no less than 0.15 inch and no more than 0.35 inch of 
subcutaneous fat, have at least 2.5 square inches of loin eye, and grade 
at least choice on quality and conformation. Keep the meat-type lamb 
in mind when setting your production goals. 
1 Extension Specialist, Sheep and Beef Performance Testing. 
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RETURNS FROM COMMERCIAL 
EWE FLOCKS IN ILLINOIS 
There is a wide range of gross returns per ewe in Illinois ewe flocks . 
A summary of the 1965 production records for 113 flocks involved in the 
Illinois Sheep Production Project showed gross returns ranged from a 
high of $56.72 to a low of $18.18. By gross returns is meant the proceeds 
from the sale of lambs and wool and the incentive payments for both. 
As you can see, these figures mean that some flock owners received more 
than three times as much income per ewe as others. Twenty-four flocks 
had gross returns of more than $40 per ewe and ·five flocks had gross 
returns of more than $50 per ewe. Some re ults of the project summary 
that help explain the large amount of variability in flock returns are: 
Percent of ewes failing to lamb 
Percent of lamb crop born 
Percent of mortality (birth to weaning) 
Lamb prices received (per lb. ) 
Price received for Easter lamb (per lb. ) 
Lamb selling weights (lb. ) 
12-month fleece weights (lb. ) 
per ewe 
per ram 
0 to 38.5 
86 to 194 
0 to 42.9 
$0.18 to $0.295 
$0.32 to $0.37 
50 to 130 
6.0 to 16.0 
6.0 to 24.0 
It is apparent from the information obtained in the summary that 
well-managed flock operations can be highly productive and profitable. 
What is needed to get the highest gross return per ewe? The summary 
of project records indicates that ( 1) all ewes should lamb, ( 2) a high per-
centage of multiple births is needed, ( 3) lamb mortality must be kept 
low, ( 4) lambs must be marketed at desirable weights and when prices 
are highest, ( 5 ) heavy-shearing ewes and rams are highly essential, and 
(6) wool must be marketed in a desirable condition and at the highest 
possible price per pound. Essentially it all boils down to good manage-
ment in all phases of the sheep enterprise. 
SYSTEMS OF SHEEP PRODUCTION 
Most Illinois farm flocks are commercial operations, used primarily 
to produce market lambs and wool. The most important factors in 
market lamb production are the number of lambs raised per ewe and 
the ability of lambs to gain rapidly from birth to marketing. 
Commercial flocks use western ewes, native ewes, or both. Flock 
owners who use western ewes feel these sheep have several advantages 
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over native ewes. They are available in larger numbers, can be obtained 
in more uniform group have fewer parasites, and are usually more 
hardy. 
Native ewes generally cost less per head, often show more desirable 
mutton conformation, and are often more productive. Many flock owners 
with native ewe also produce their own replacements. 
This outstanding flock of Dorset ewes indicates the length of body, thick-
ness, ruggedness, soundness, and uniformity that are highly desirable in both 
purebred and commercial ewes. 
orthwest ewes are preferred over southwest ewes because northwest 
ewe generally are larger, show more desirable mutton conformation, pro-
duce more wool, and have fewer parasites. However, southwest ewes need 
le feed and the initial cost per head is less. In recent years the southwest 
ewe have been improved in size and quality. 
Mature ewes with olid mouths are available on the market each fall. 
If these are ewes that have been sold in order to decrease flock numbers 
they may be a good investment. However, many of these marketed ewes 
have been culled because they did not lamb, did not raise a lamb, or 
raised lightweight or inferior-quality lambs, and are not good breeding 
ewe . 
Broken-mouth ewes and gummers are also available. Most of them 
have been good producers or they would not have been retained so long 
in the original flock. These ewes generally require extra care and man-
aaement. If a persons buys the e ewes, he should count on only one or 
two lamb crops and then sell the ewe a well as the lambs. 
The main purpose of maintaining purebred flocks is the production of 
breeding stock for commercial flocks and for other purebred flocks. A 
purebred flock can help a farmer increase his income without increasing 
the number of ewes he own . It takes good individual sheep but doe 
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not require a large flock. The purebred flock owner must be a good sheep-
man and must be able to sell. He must also be honest in his dealings and 
have breed improvement as one of his major goals. When selecting a 
breed, consider the market for breeding stock and the availability of 
breeding stock in your area. If there is a demand for several breeds, the 
choice of breed can be based on personal preference and availability. 
SELECTION OF EWES AND RAMS 
Selecting good breeding stock to start or expand an operation, whether 
purebred or commercial, is an extremely important part of livestock 
management. To make the most rapid progress in flock improvement, 
you must use good stud rams, and it is here that many producers are most 
negligent. Selection of a stud ram is a major decision and not something 
to be done on the spur of the moment. You can't expect to buy an out-
standing sire for market price. Neither can you expect outstanding results 
from a scrub. Give some time and thought to the selection and manage-
ment of your stud ram. 
Criteria for selecting breeding stock : 
1. Growthiness (size for age ) . Select rapid-gaining sheep that meet 
your other standards. Rapid-gaining animals usually make the most effi-
cient use of feed and can be marketed at a younger age. A slow-growing 
lamb is not so profitable as a fast-growing lamb. Set as your goal to have 
twin lambs weighing at least 85 pounds and single lambs weighing at least 
95 pounds at 120 days of age (if creep-fed), and then select breeding 
stock with the gaining ability to produce such lambs. 
2. Soundness. 
a. Feet and legs. When their feet are well trimmed, sheep should be 
able to stand squarely on them. Select sheep that have short, strong 
pasterns and straight legs with plenty of width between them. 
Crooked legs and weak pasterns can decrease an animal's ability to 
move and perform normally, and can decrease its years of repro-
ductive usefulness. 
b. Mouth. Check the sheep's mouth for age, condition of the eight 
incisors, and jaw malformations like monkey mouth or parrot 
mouth. 
c. Udder. If ewes have produced at least one lamb crop, check their 
udders to be sure that both teats are present and functional and 
that there are no lumps or hard areas. 
d. Testicles. Check the ram to be sure both testicles are present, fully 
descended, sound, and nearly equal in size. 
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3. Conformation. The ideal conformation probably varies from one 
breed to another. However, there are times when you can find about 
as much variation between animals of the same breed as you can be-
tween different breeds. In general, a sheep with good conformation has 
the following qualities: (a ) wide chest; (b ) smooth shoulders; (c) full-
ness through the heart area and the spring of ribs; (d ) long, deep body; 
(e) wide and straight top· (f) long, wide, and level rump; (g) deep, 
thick, and full leg of lamb or mutton; and (h) overall balance (blending 
together of body parts ) . 
4. Condition of birth (single, twin, or triplet). Your first choice 
should always be ewes and rams of multiple birth. Even though the 
heritability of multiple birth is considered low, progress can be made in 
increasing lambing percentage by selecting for twinning. Under mid-
western conditions, a good set of twins is more profitable than a good 
single lamb. The idea that twinning is economically important is not new; 
in 1837 Youatt wrote: "Ewes yearly by twinning/ Rich masters do make; 
/ The lambs from such twinnersJ For breeders go take." 
5. Previous performance. When you buy breeding stock, get all the 
performance information you can - such factors as weight at 90 or 120 
days and weight at one year of age. Find out the performance of their 
progeny, if any. Also check the performance of sires and dams. Some 
breeders have carcass information available, so check on this also. 
6. Substance (amount of bone). Select heavy-boned sheep. In 
general, heavy-boned animals do better than fine-boned ones. 
7. Wool. Select heavy-shearing sheep that have dense, uniform, high-
quality fleeces, with no dark fiber. This is one factor that is often 
neglected in sheep selection, but should not be since wool makes a sizable 
contribution to the gross income from a sheep enterprise. 
8. Age. Select the younger ewes because they have more productive 
years ahead than older ewes. Even though yearlings cost more than older 
ewes, their cost per lamb produced is usually less. Yearling ewes have 
more productive years ahead of them, have sounder udders, and have a 
lower death loss. Ewes generally reach peak productivity at four to six 
years of age. 
The age of the ram will determine how many ewes he can service. 
Under normal field mating conditions a ram lamb can be used on about 
15 ewes, a yearling ram on 25 to 35, and an aged ram on 35 to 45. A 
good rule of thumb is three mature rams for every 100 ewes in the breed-
ing flock. 
The age of sheep can be determined by their teeth. Lambs are born 
with eight milk teeth, or incisors, arranged in four pairs in the lower jaw. 
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Lamb 
~~ 
Yearling 2 Year old 
3 Year old 4 Year old 
The age of sheep can be determined by their teeth, as is illustrated here. 
The center pair is shed at approximately one year of age and replaced by 
larger, permanent teeth. When the sheep is two years old, the second pair 
of permanent teeth replace the second pair of milk teeth; and at three and 
four years the third and fourth pair of permanent teeth appear. At four 
years of age the sheep has a "full mouth." A ewe often lo es her teeth 
at five to seven years of age. When a ewe loses part of her inci or teeth 
she is called a "broken-mouth" ewe. Ewes with no incisors are called 
"gummers." 
9. Sex character. Ewes should look feminin and ram hould look 
masculine. Masculine rams are generally more rugged, active and aggre-
sive than rams which lack this quality. 
10. Breed type. Breed typ is an important consideration in pure-
bred livestock. Without it breed identity is lo t. Even though breed type 
is important, do not get carried away to the point where you forget all 
else. It needs to be appraised along with the other factors listed here. 
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This ram indicates 
the growthiness, 
ruggedness, mus-
cling, soundness, 
length of body, bal-
ance, and masculin-
ity that are desirable 
in a stud ram. He is 
a twin and weighed 
295 pounds at 17 
months of age. 
The fact that growthiness, desirable type, and desirable conformation can all 
be contained in the same sheep is pointed out in this outstanding set of twins. 
The ram lamb weighed 132 pounds at 103 days of age and the ewe lamb 
weighed 117 pounds at 105 days of age. Both lambs did exceptionally well on 
the show circuit. 
USE OF PRODUCTION RECORDS 
Production records, if well kept can be a u eful tool to both com-
mercial and purebred flock owner . They are especially important in 
flocks that produce breeding stock or that retain ewe lambs for re-
placements. 
Production records can be used to: 
1. Measure flock productivity. 
2. Provide permanent records. 
3. Identify top-producing ewes so their lambs can be kept for breed-
ing tock. 
4. Help cull low producers. 
5. Evaluate ram performance. 
6. Show differences in gaining ability of lambs. 
7. Supplement what can be seen with the naked eye. 
The records do not have to be kept in great detail. Include the fol-
lowing information on the record: ewe identification number, date of 
lambing, number and sex of lambs born, sire of lamb , age and weight of 
lambs weaned, and fleece weight of the ewe. Any additional information 
you want can also be included. 
You should carry out a production testing program on your purebred 
flock if you expect to be a progressive breeder. Such tests will enable you 
to evaluate your breeding program, make sounder replacement selections, 
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and provide information that will aid in selling breeding stock. If you 
are a pu rebred breeder, you should also obtain carcass information on 
some of your lambs to determine if you are producing the desired meat-
type lambs. 
Table 1.- Pounds of lamb Weaned at 90 Days 
From High- and low-Producing Ewes 
Ewes raising singles Ewes raising twins 
High Low High Low 
87 .1 44 .6 148 .2 77 .7 
85 .2 46 .9 143. 1 86 .6 
84.2 47 .5 142 . 7 92 .2 
Tables 1 and 2 point out the large differences in ewe productivity and 
lamb gains that can exist within a flock. Without accurate production 
records, it would be extremely hard to determine which ewes were the 
high or low producers. This information was taken from the production 
records of a flock containing 105 ewes. Male lambs were castrated at 10 
days of age and all lambs were weaned at 90 days of age. 
Table 2. - Daily Gains From 0 to 90 Days (Weaning) 
for Fast- and Slow-Gaining lambs 
Single lambs Twin lambs 
High Low High Low 
.81 .35 .73 .22 
.80 .38 . 70 .31 
.79 .42 . 70 .32 
Without some sort of production records it is difficult to determine if 
progress is being made in flock improvement. Such factors as weaning 
weights, fleece weights, lambing percentage, and percentage of death loss 
have a direct effect on income and profit from the enterprise. 
O n the next two pages are copies of a Barn Record Form and an 
Individual Ewe Record that are available from the Livestock Extension 
Office, 326 M umford H all, Urbana, Illinois 61801. Example records have 
been placed on these forms for illustrative purposes. 
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BARN RECORD 
- ~,d)-- ADDRESS ~ YEAR~~~ 7 
WOO.L 
E'•e Date Lamb Produced Weaning Sales Grade or 
I No. Lambed Lamb No . Sex Sire Date Wt. Date Wt. wt. Remarks Remarks 
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" 
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EWE NO . BOb 
BREED ~L.L~. ; 
Year 
,, 
Itt '' 
"' 
''7 
Sire 
H-2.87 
H·2.4(l 
~-48D 
Date 
Lambed 
7../,() 
I !3D 
'/3 
Lamb 
No . Sex 
4& R 
ljl:, v 
IJ., 
~2./ 
~2.2. 
Date 
Weighed 
S/2.o 
4-/30 
4-/30 
4-/13 
4-/13 
EWE PRODUCTION RECORD 
REG . NO . /Z 9 0 7 6 BIRTHDATE I L IZ.L bZ. 
. 
SIRE H- Z1_{_ DAM J-1- 600 
Calculated 9o-day weight as lamb 
0-Day We~ght 
Calc . 
Age in Actual Pounds/Day 90-Da.y Fleece Wool 
Days Weight of Age Weight Weight Cr editY 
IDD /DD /. DD t:/0 q 2.7 
t:to 
" 
.7S 7D 
'tO Jro .89 80 
'" 
30 
}IJD iO . •o 7Z. 
IDD s::& . a" 77 II ~.3 
Y lVlultlply the fleec e we~ght by 3 . 
~ Add 6 points for each lamb born a twin or triplet and raised a single . 
Add 4 points for each ewe lamb and wether lamb . 
Single 
Twi n 
Tr ipl et 
so~ 
Addi -
Ewe'J/ tional 
Cr editg/ Index 
.3 12.0 
.,. 184 
4+4 1'10 
Add 3 points for each lamb raised by a ewe two years old or younger or a ewe seven years of age or older . 1/ To determine the ewe index , add the total pounds of lamb at 90 days +wool credit +additional credit . 
....... 
Remar ks 
BREEDING SEASON CONSIDERATIONS 
Lambing Season 
One of the major decisions a flock owner needs to make is whether to 
plan an early-lambing program (late December to early March ) or a 
late-lambing program (starting in late March ) . Early lambing has these 
advantage : lambs usually are sold on a higher market; lambs will gain 
more rapidly; hot weather and internal parasites do not pose a major 
problem· lambs can be sold without putting them on pasture; and labor 
requirements for lambing come at a slack time of the year. 
Late lambing has the following advantages: building and equipment 
requirements are less· feed costs per ewe are lower ; and lambs can make 
maximum use of pasture forage and can be marketed directly from 
pa ture with a minimum amount of grain feeding. 
This highly productive Rambouillet ewe has raised nine lambs from six 
lambings and has averaged 12 pounds of wool per year. Recently she has 
been placed on an accelerated lambing program and has lambed three times 
in the past two years. The three lamb crops are shown with her in the above 
photo. The two sheep on the left are twins born October 5, 1964. The ewe 
in the center is a single born July 24, 1965. The twin lambs on the right were 
born March 13, 1966. At the time this photo was taken the ewe was to lamb 
again in November of 1966. 
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In recent years there has been increased interest in fall lambing 
(September 1 to December 1) and also in accelerated lambing (three 
lamb crops in two years) . The advantages of fall lambing are: favorable 
weather; better use of equipment; lower feed and labor requirements; 
good prices for lambs ; and the possibility for accelerated lambing. Disad-
vantages are: a higher percentage of ewes fail to lamb; smaller birth 
weights; lower lambing percentages; and at times poorer milking ewes. 
Some flocks have been put on an accelerated lambing program with 
fairly good success. This type of program is a must for those who go to 
a drylot or semi-confinement type of operation. Certain breeds are more 
adapted to fall lambing and accelerated lambing than others. Sheep of 
Rambouillet and Dorset breeding seem to have the lead in this respect. 
Many Hampshire and Corriedale flocks have quite a few fall lambs. 
Some of the other breeds are also producing a few fall lambs. 
Flushing the Ewes 
Feeding a ewe so it rapidly improves in condition from ten days to 
two weeks before breeding (commonly known as flushing) may in-
crease the lambing percentage by 10 to 20 percent. However, this 
increase will not occur if ewes are already in a high condition prior to 
breeding. Ewes that become too fat may not breed at all. To flush ewes, 
let them graze better pasture or feed them Y2 to % pound of corn or oats, 
or a mixture of the two, per head per day. Use some caution when flush-
ing ewes by turning them onto lush legume pastures. During years of 
heavy rainfall, such pastures often contain a high level of coumestrol (a 
plant estrogen ) that can cause delayed conception. 
Tagging the Ewes 
All ewes that are in long fleece or have a lot of manure around the 
rear end should be tagged before the ram is turned in. Tagging means 
trimming the wool around the dock area so it will be easier for the ram to 
do a good job of getting the ewes settled. 
Ram Management and Breeding Records 
Shear your rams four to six weeks before the breeding season if you 
expect maximum breeding results. Rams in long fleece during hot 
weather may become infertile because of high body temperature, and it 
may take approximately six weeks for them to regain their fertility. Some 
flock owners have improved breeding performance and their lamb crops 
by turning rams in with the ewes only at night, and then keeping the rams 
in cool quarters during the day. 
New rams should not be turned in with the ewes immediately upon 
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arrival at the farm, but should be allowed at least one or two weeks to 
become familiar with their new environment. The same is also true of 
show rams. Gradually lower the condition of these rams and give them 
plenty of exercise for several weeks before you turn them in with the 
ewes. 
It is advisable to use some system of marking so you will know when 
the ewes are bred and whether the ram is doing an effective job. A mark-
ing harness with crayons can be used for the ram or his brisket can be 
smeared with a marking pigment. In either case, whenever a ewe is 
bred her rump will be marked. Change the marking crayons or the brisket 
smear pigments every 17 days. For the smear pigment, you can use yellow 
ochre and old crankcase oil, venetian red and crankcase oil, or lamp 
black. Apply it to the brisket every second or third day. 
The use of a marking harness is a very satisfactory means of determining 
when the ewes are being bred and whether or not the ram is doing an effec-
tive job of breeding. Notice the proper position of the harness as shown here 
and the fact that the ram has been shorn prior to the breeding season. 
It will be easier to keep an accurate breeding record if you paint-
brand the ewes. Use any good scourable paint-branding fluid. The ewes 
can be paint-branded in several places such as the side, back, or shoulder, 
however the back is most commonly used. In this way when a ewe is 
marked by the ram she can be easily and quickly identified. 
Animal scientists used to think the ram had no effect on lambing per-
centage, but in recent years information has been accumulating that 
indicates this is not necessarily true. Recent reports indicate that the ram 
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can have an important influence on the reproductive performance of the 
ewe. Some rams consistently sire more multiple births than others. 
Effect of Temperature on Embryonic Mortality 
Extremely hot weather at breeding time can cause increased embry-
onic mortality. Sheep need trees, a shed, or some other artificial shelter 
o they can get out of the sun and keep as cool as possible. Ewes or ram 
that have heavy fleeces or are in high condition may have an increase in 
body temperature when the air temperature is high. Under stress condi-
tions fertility is impaired and an increase in loss of early embryos results. 
FEEDING THE EWE FLOCK 
When you develop a feeding program for your ewe flock, take ad-
vantage of their ability to efficiently use large quantities of roughage 
and pasture. A sound feeding program should include maximum use of 
high-quality hay (legume or mixed), silage (corn, grass, or legume ), or 
haylage. Two of the most critical periods of the year, so far as nutrition 
is concerned, are late pregnancy and early lactation . If a ewe is expected 
to deliver large, strong, healthy lambs and provide a heavy flow of milk, 
then adequate nutrition must be provided before and after lambing. 
Trace-mineralized salt or a salt-mineral mixture should be fed free 
choice throughout the year. Sheep should also have plenty of clean, fresh 
water available at all times. During cold weather use water heaters to 
keep water from freezing and to insure adequate water intake. 
Concentrate Rations 
The concentrate ration can b very simple. Make maximum use of 
home-grown grains. If a high-quality legume or mixed hay is fed then 
no protein supplement is needed during gestation or lactation. Corn, oats, 
and barley are excellent cereal grains for feeding sheep and the combina-
tion of any two or all three, can make up the concentrate ration. A 
commonly used ration is a mixture of half oats and half shelled corn. 
Sometimes bran is used to make up 10 percent of the ration, primarily 
because of its laxative properties. When poor-quality roughage is fed, 
15 to 20 percent of the concentrate ration should be a protein supplement 
(soybean meal, linseed meal, or a commercial protein supplement). 
Feeding During Gestation 
Whether you should give ewes supplemental feed during early 
pregnancy depends on the availability of feed in the form of pasture, 
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stubble fields, and stalk fields. If the roughage supply in the fields is not 
adequate and the ewes are not gaining weight, then feed one or two 
pounds of legume hay per head per day. 
Feed a concentrate ration during the last six weeks of pregnancy to 
provide an additional supply of energy to meet the demands of the 
rapidly developing fetus. About two-thirds of the birth weight of a de-
veloping fetus is gained during the last six weeks of pregnancy. It is 
u ually thought that a ewe should gain from 20 to 30 pounds during 
pregnancy. 
Inadequate nutrition during the last six weeks of pregnancy may re-
sult in the following: 
1. A higher percentage of ewes with pregnancy disease. 
2. A decrease in birth weights. 
3. Weaker lambs at birth. 
4. An increase in infant lamb mortality. 
5. Slower gaining lambs. 
6. Lower milk yields during lactation. 
During the last six weeks of pregnancy, feed from Y2 to 1 pound of a 
concentrate ration and 3Y2 to 4 pounds of legume or mixed hay per head 
per day. The exact amount to feed depends on the weight and condition 
of the ewes. Silage can be substituted for hay at the approximate rate of 
2 to 3 pounds of silage for each 1 pound of hay replaced, depending of 
course on the moisture content of the silage. Keep in mind that corn 
silage is low in protein and calcium, so a protein-mineral supplement 
must be added unless half of your roughage is legume hay. 
Wisconsin studies show that ewes which ate 8 pounds daily of grass 
silage (50 percent moisture content) during late gestation and 12 pounds 
daily in early lactation produced as well as ewes that received 5 pounds 
of legume hay and 1 pound of grain daily through both periods. 
Feeding During Lactation 
Lactation places a greater demand on the ewe than pregnancy, and 
increases the level of nutrients needed. A 140-pound ewe in early lacta-
tion needs about 70 percent more protein than in early pregnancy, and 
she needs 19 percent more protein than in late pregnancy (at which 
time the ewe would weigh about 160 pounds) . The total daily nutrient 
requirements (TDN ) are increased by approximately 82 and 24 percent, 
respectively. After about 60 to 70 days of lactation, the nutrient require-
ments are less because of declining milk production, so the amount of 
concentrate fed can be decreased at this time. 
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Note the thrifty condition of these fall-born lambs, indicating that the ewes 
are good milkers and have been well fed. 
During the first 60 to 70 days of the lactation period, continue to feed 
3Y2 to 4 pounds of high-quality legume or mixed hay, but increase the 
amount of concentrates up to 1 Y2 to 2 pounds per head per day. Keep 
in mind that the actual amount depends on the weight and condition of 
the ewes. Small ewes require less than the recommended amounts and 
very large ewes require more. Separate ewes that are nursing more than 
one lamb and feed them an additional 1;'2 pound of concentrate mixture. 
Keep in mind that the feeding value of 2 to 3 pounds of silage is about 
the same as 1 pound of hay. By the time lambs are between one and two 
months of age, they will be eating quite a bit of the ewes' feed, and you 
must keep this in mind to adequately meet the ewes' requirements. 
After the first 60 to 70 days of the lactation period feed the ewes the 
same ration you fed them during late pregnancy - 3Y2 to 4 pounds of 
legume or mixed hay and Y2 to 1 pound of a concentrate mixture. Addi-
tional feed at this time will only allow the ewes to put on excess fat and 
will increase the cost of production. 
As soon as the ewes can be turned out to pasture full time, no addi-
tional roughage or grain is needed as long as there is sufficient pasture. 
To be a good shepherd you must use your eyes, your hands, and a 
scale, if one is available, to find out how the ewes are doing in relation 
to changes in weight and condition. By keeping up to date on the changes 
in your flock, you can alter your feeding program accordingly. 
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EWE MANAGEMENT DURING GESTATION 
Exercise 
Pregnant ewes should have plenty of exercise. Some flock owners 
feed hay or grain some distance from the barn so the ewes will be forced 
to exercise. The last month of pregnancy may present the most problems. 
Ewes that are extremely fat or that are carrying twins or triplets may 
become very sluggish. Watch them carefully and force them to exercise. 
Many of these ewes will eat less than they should and they are the ones 
that may develop pregnancy disease (pregnancy toxemia or ketosis ) . 
Pregnancy Disease 
Pregnancy disease commonly occurs a few weeks before lambing. Most 
of the affected ewes are carrying twins or triplets. The disease is related 
to the metabolism of carbohydrates late in pregnancy. Because of the 
large amount of abdominal space occupied by the rapidly developing 
fetus, the ewe may have difficulty eating enough to supply her own needs 
and those of the unborn lambs, especially if only roughage is fed. 
In the early stages of the disease the ewes are less active than the rest 
of the flock and walk very slowly. Later they become weaker, walk stiffly, 
have difficulty rising, and may stand with their heads against some object. 
As the disease progresses, they cannot rise and they lie with their heads 
turned to the side. Other symptoms are rapid breathing, blindness, and 
grinding of the teeth. In advanced stages the breath may have a char-
acteristic sweetish odor that helps to identify this disease. If affected 
ewes are not treated as soon as the disease is noticed, a high percentage of 
them will die unless lambing is only a few days away. They will generally 
recover after lambing if their condition is not critical at lambing time. 
Ewe with pregancy disease should be treated when they are in the 
early stages of the disease for most effective treatment. You can use sev-
eral treatments, such as drenching the ewes with ( 1) 3 to 4 ounces of 
glycerol or propylene glycol twice daily, ( 2) Yz pint of molasses twice daily, 
or (3) 1h pint of a 25- to 50-percent fructose solution twice daily. 
Preparing the Lambing Quarters 
Sheep do not need elaborate or expensive housing and equipment. 
Whether you are following an early- or late-lambing program will deter-
mine how tight and free from drafts the building should be. Lambing 
pens ( 4 feet by 4 feet or 4 feet by 5 feet ) should be set up before the 
lambing season in a draft-free area of the barn. Even though the average 
length of gestation is 14 7 to 148 days, some ewes may lamb a week early, 
so it pays to be prepared. 
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These lambing pens are clean and well bedded with water available for the 
ewes. The ewes have been paint-branded for easy identification. 
Shearing Before or After Lambing 
Many flock owners shear their ewes several weeks before lambing, and 
this practice has several advantages: 
1. It eliminates the need for crutching. 
2. It is easier for lambs to nurse and is more sanitary. 
3. Fleeces contain less dirt and manure. 
4. More ewes can be put into a limited space. 
5. It is easier to spot ewes that are close to lambing and those with 
udder problems. 
6. The barn is dryer and less bedding is needed. 
There are also several disadvantages: 
1. A good, warm building is needed. 
2. Fleeces will not have as much grease weight. 
3. Sheep are harder to shear in cold weather. 
4. If ewes are sheared too near lambing time and are handled roughly, 
some lambs may be born prematurely. 
Crutching 
If you do not shear ewes before they lamb, at least crutch them out. 
Crutching means to shear around the udder, between the legs, and around 
the dock. If there is extensive wool covering on the face, it would be a 
good idea to shear the head also. 
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EWE MANAGEMENT DURING 
LAMBING AND LACTATION 
Lambing time is a very critical period of the year, because at this time 
you can "make or break" the future productivity of your flock. The higher 
the percentage of lambs born alive and reared to marketing time, the 
greater the gross returns from the enterprise. 
Lambing Time Suggestions 
1. Watch ewes closely and give assistance if needed. 
2. When a ewe has difficulty, find out whether the lamb is being 
delivered in normal position (head between and slightly above the front 
feet ) . If not, proceed cautiou ly. Difficult lambing may be caused by 
any of the following conditions: 
a. The lamb is extra large, especially its head and shoulders. 
b. The ewe has small pelvic area. 
c. The ewe fails to dilate. 
d. The lamb comes backwards (breech birth) . 
e. One or both front legs are bent back. 
f. The head is bent back. 
g. The lamb comes hocks first. 
h. If the ewe is carrying two lambs, their legs may become tan-
gled; or, if the two lambs are side by side, the ewe may try to 
deliver both at the same time. 
3. Just before or after the ewe lambs, place her in a lambing pen. 
4. Check the udder to see if colostrum is available, and check the 
teats to be sure they are open. 
5. Be sure the ewe owns her lambs and allows them to nurse before 
you leave. 
6. If lambs are weak, help them nurse. 
7. If it is extremely cold, provide a heat lamp for each lambing pen. 
8. Ear-tag lambs and record information on your barn records. 
9. You can remove ewes with healthy single lambs from lambing pens 
after one day, and ewes with healthy twins after two days. 
Value of Colostrum 
The first milk the ewe produces after lambing is called colostrum. It 
differs a great deal in chemical composition and biological properties 
from the milk secreted several days after lambing. It is highly essential 
for lambs to get some colostrum as soon as possible after birth, because it 
provides energy, protein, vitamins, and minerals, as well as antibodies 
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that help them resist infection. For example, lambs are born with a low 
level of vitamin A. Colostrum is rich in vitamin A and is essential to build 
up lambs' vitamin A reserves. Ohio studies indicate that ewes delivering 
twins have approximately 46 percent more vitamin A in their colostrum 
than ewes delivering singles. 
Some flock owners freeze the colostrum from ewes that deliver dead 
lambs or those that lose their lambs. They then use it for orphan lambs 
or lambs from ewes that have no colostrum available soon after lambing. 
Udder Problems 
The need to keep the ewe's udder working well cannot be overempha-
sized, because milk is the lamb's main food for at least the first 30 days. 
There is a close relationship between milk yield and lamb growth and 
development, especially during the first part of the lactation period. The 
capacity of the offspring to consume milk is one of the principal factors 
that govern the amount of milk produced by the dam. Ewes with twins 
produce about 50 percent more milk than comparable ewes with singles. 
Observe ewes and lambs carefully throughout the lactation period to 
detect sickness or other disorders before they become major problems. 
One of the potential trouble spots is the udder. If it becomes injured or 
infected and the condition is not treated early, the ewe may lose the milk-
producing ability of one or both sides of the udder. 
Mastitis can become a serious problem and may even cause death. 
One form is very toxic and, if not treated at once, ewes may die within two 
or three days after the infection starts. When a case of mastitis occurs, 
isolate the ewe and her lambs from the rest of the flock until the infec-
tion is under control. Udder infections can be spread when lambs that 
belong to infected ewes nurse other ewes. Lambs can also injure the 
udder with their sharp teeth. If these injuries are not treated early, they 
may become so painful when the lambs nurse that the ewe will auto-
matically wean them. Udder sores provide excellent avenues for harmful 
bacteria to enter the body. Keeping the barn well bedded will help cut 
down udder problems. 
Helping Ewes Own Their Lambs 
Persuading a ewe to claim her lamb or lambs can sometimes be a 
real headache. This is generally more of a problem with ewes lambing 
for the first time than it is with older ewes. If you have trouble with a 
ewe two years in a row, it would be best to sell her. 
There is no clear-cut answer to why ewes fail to· claim their offspring. 
Some of the situations that may cause a ewe to disown one or all of her 
lambs are: 
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1. A ewe may deliver one lamb in one part of the barn and deliver a 
second lamb in another part of the barn. 
2. One of a set of twins may wander away from its mother before she 
has fully recovered from delivery. 
3. The ewe may have a very painful udder caused by swelling, caking, 
or infection. 
4. The teats may be cut or chapped, causing the ewe a great deal of 
discomfort. 
5. A ewe that has been in labor for a long period of time may not be 
interested in her lamb for quite a while after delivery. 
6. Sometimes a ewe may run a high temperature for several days after 
lambing and not show much interest in her lambs. 
7. Sometimes you may have problems with ewes that are very nervous 
and flighty. 
8. Some young ewes lambing for the first time may be frightened by 
the lambs they have given birth to. 
It takes a lot of patience to work effectively with a ewe that disowns 
her lamb. Keep in mind that it is much easier for the ewe to raise her 
lamb than for you to raise an orphan. There is no guaranteed method of 
getting a ewe to claim her offspring. But flock owners have reported 
satisfactory results with one or a combination of the following measures: 
1. Tie the ewe in the pen until she allows the lamb to nurse. 
2. Put a dog near the pen with the ewe and lamb. 
3. Rub the ewe's nose and the lamb with some of the ewe's milk or 
with kerosene or oil. 
4. Household deodorizer sprays may be sprayed on the lamb and on 
the ewe's nose. 
5. Blindfolding the ewe is also helpful at times. 
FEEDING AND MANAGEMENT OF LAMBS 
Lamb Mortality 
Lamb survival and performance determine to a large extent how 
profitable a sheep enterprise will be. Lamb mortality studies show that 
50 to 70 percent of lamb death losses occur in the first three to five days 
after birth, and 80 to 90 percent occur during the first month. These 
figures indicate that it is extremely important for each lamb to get a good 
start and that the first few days are critical ones. These studies also show 
that the four main causes of lamb losses have been weak lambs, starva-
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tion, stillbirths, and pneumonia. Male lambs are reported to have a 
higher mortality rate than females, and twins have a higher mortality rate 
than singles. In many flocks a higher death loss occurs among lambs born 
in the second half of the lambing season. 
Disinfecting the Navel 
It is a good practice to disinfect the navel cord of all lambs soon after 
birth with tincture of iodine or another good antiseptic to prevent navel 
ill (joint disease ) , which is caused by bacterial infection. The disease 
causes a stiffness and swelling of the joints of the legs. Sometimes the 
navel area also becomes infected. 
Inverted Eyelids 
If not corrected, inverted eyelids (entropion ) can lead to total blind-
ness. Sometimes lambs have this condition at birth; others may not be 
affected until they are one or two weeks old. Unless it is severe it can 
usually be corrected by catching the lamb several times a day and work-
ing the eyelid outward. Use an eye ointment or powder to help eliminate 
infection caused by irritation. If the condition is severe and does not 
respond to this treatment, try one of these remedies: use adhesive tape 
to hold the eyelid in place for several days; use metal clips (surgical type) 
to hold the eyelid back; or clamp the excess fold of skin below the eye-
lash with a small burdizzo to hold the eyelid in proper position. This is 
an heritable trait that should be discriminated against in the selection of 
breeding stock. 
Docking 
Lambs should be docked between 3 and 10 days of age. Several 
pieces of equipment can be used for this job including a pocketknife, 
burdizzo ( emasculatome), elastrator (rubber rings), emasculator, and 
"ail-in-one." Cut off the tail 1 to 11h inches from the body. A good place 
is the junction or end of the caudal folds on the underside of the tail. Try 
to push the skin on the tail toward the body before cutting to allow 
enough loose skin to cover the stub and not expose the bone. Docking 
gives lambs a better appearance and decreases the chances of maggot 
infestation. Leaving tails on ewes can pose problems at breeding time and 
at lambing. 
Castration 
All male lambs that are to be marketed should be castrated before 
they are two weeks old. Normally wether lambs will not gain as fast as 
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The above equipment can be used for castrating and docking. From left t o 
right is the "all-in-one," elastrator (rubber rings), pocket knife, emasuclator, 
and burdizzo (emasculatome). 
ram lambs, and ram lambs are usually not discounted in price until after 
mid-May or early June. However, one of the major problems with ram 
lambs is that they continually pester the rest of the sheep and may settle 
some of the ewes if left with them too long ( 5 or 6 months ), so it is best 
to castrate them. Wether lambs also usually have higher carcass grades 
and dressing percentages than ram lambs. Castration can be done with an 
elastrator pocketknife, burdizzo, or "aU-in-one." 
Creep Feeding the Lambs 
Creep feeding is a means of providing supplemental feed for the lambs 
during the nursing period. It is usually more advantageous with an early-
lambing program than with a late-lambing program. Advantages of 
creep feeding are: ( 1) it increases gains, especially for lambs from multi-
ple births· (2) the lambs use supplemental feed more efficiently at this 
time than after weaning ; ( 3 ) you can market lambs at a younger age; 
( 4) earlier marketing usually means higher prices for lambs born early in 
the lambing period ; and ( 5) creep feeding early lambs allows you to sell 
them without putting them on pasture, thus permitting more ewes to be 
carried on available pasture and reducing internal parasite problems. 
Lambs will begin to nibble at grain and hay when they are about a 
week old. However, they will not eat much supplemental feed until they 
are about four weeks old. Set up the creep when the lambs are 7 to 10 
days old, and put it in a convenient location close to the brood flock. 
Provide water in the creep or as close to it as possible. A heat lamp 
placed over the feeder will help attract the lambs, especially at night. 
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Here is an excellent creep that has been kept clean and well bedded. It pro-
vides grain, hay, and water and has a light which helps to attract lambs into 
the creep. 
Sunlight shining into a creep during the day will also attract the lambs. 
The creep area should be kept well bedded and the feeders should be 
kept clean. 
Make maximum use of home-grown grains and roughage when for-
mulating the creep ration. Corn and oats as well as leafy, high-quality 
legume hay make excellent feed for young lambs. Barley can also be used, 
but may not be quite as palatable as corn and oats for the first couple 
of weeks. 
Until the lambs are 6 weeks old the grain used in the creep ration 
should be cracked, crimped, or rolled unless a pelleted ration is used. 
After the lambs are six weeks old whole grain can be used unless it is 
extremely hard, and then the grain should be cracked, crimped, or rolled 
for several more weeks. 
Although rolled oats are often too expensive to use, they are excellent 
in the creep ration or as a starter for lambs. Molasses is sometimes used 
in the creep ration, primarily as an appetizer or to hold down dust. If 
molasses is to be used it should make up 5 to 10 percent of the ration. 
Bran can also be included, making up 10 to 15 percent of the ration. 
Many people include bran in the creep ration because of its high palat-
ability and laxative properties. 
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High-quality legume hay should be self-fed in either the long or 
pelleted form in addition to the concentrate ration, unless a high-
roughage, complete-ration pellet is being fed. If you are not using legume 
hay or pellets, or if only poor-quality hay is provided in the creep, then 
include a protein supplement (soybean meal, linseed meal, or commercial 
supplement ) in the ration. In this case the creep ration should contain 
15 to 16 percent protein, and rations for early-weaned lambs (60 days 
old or less ) should contain about 18 percent protein. Use the protein 
supplement that provides you with the lowest cost per pound of protein. 
A very common concentrate ration used when high-quality legume 
hay is also available is 50 percent corn and 50 percent oats. When high-
quality legume hay is not available or not fed then one of the following 
rations is commonly used: ( 1) 35 percent corn, 35 percent oats, 15 percent 
bran, and 15 percent protein supplement or (2) 40 percent corn, 40 per-
cent oats, and 20 percent protein supplement. Ohio State University 
studies indicate that lambs can be creep-fed successfully on dehydrated 
alfalfa meal pellets alone until they are 8 weeks old. At this time corn and 
a protein supplement are also needed to get the highest gains and feed 
efficiency. Many people are using complete pelleted rations for creep 
feeding. Lambs on pelleted rations normally eat more feed daily and gain 
more rapidly. For a complete-pelleted creep ration, start with 65 to 70 
percent roughage and gradually work down to 50 to 55 percent by the 
time the lambs are 21h to 3 months old. 
It is usually recommended that antibiotics be included in the creep 
ration at the rate of 15 to 20 grams per ton, which is the equivalent of 
7.5 to 10 milligrams per pound of feed. Aureomycin (chlortetracycline ) 
and terramycin (oxytetracycline ) are the two most commonly used anti-
biotics in creep rations. Most studies have shown the following good 
results from the use of antibiotics: increased gains, improved feed effi-
ciency, reduced scouring, lower death losses, and a more uniform group 
of lambs. 
Creep rations do not have to be complex to be good. Research work 
in various states has indicated that lambs will perform as well on simple 
creep rations as they will on complex rations. However, there are times 
when a variety of ingredients or a change in ingredients may be needed if 
lambs go off feed. This is not as big a problem with lambs on creep 
feed as it is with weaned lambs. 
Creep rations can be hand-fed or self-fed. Many sheepmen hand-
feed until the lambs begin to eat regularly from the creep, and self-feed 
from then until weaning or marketing. The creep feeder must be kept 
clean at all times to get the largest consumption of the ration. 
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Raising an Orphan Lamb 
One thing that helps get a lamb off to a good start is to make certain 
it gets some colostrum either from its mother or another ewe that has 
lambed about the same time. If a ewe loses her lamb within a day of 
birth, milk her out, freeze the colostrum and use it when needed. 
If you use cow's milk for the lamb, add one ounce of corn syrup to 
each pint of whole milk. Diluted or skimmed cow' milk should not be 
used since ewe's milk is normally much richer than cow's milk (ewes 
milk is higher in fat and total solids ) . Good commercial milk replacers 
work well; however, they should be made slightly more concentrated than 
recommended for calves. Evaporated milk, when partially diluted, often 
gives good results. 
Giving the orphan lamb supplemental vitamin A in either the oral or 
injectable form may also help get him off to a faster start. A single dose 
of no less than 25,000 international units (I.U. ) of vitamin A per lamb 
should be adequate. If the lamb received plenty of colostrum then the 
vitamin A supplement might not be necessary. 
Feed orphan lambs 1 to 2 ounces of milk every two or three hours 
from early morning until late evening for the first few days. Gradually 
increase the volume of milk per feeding and the length of time between 
feedings. After about two weeks feed only 3 or 4 times daily. 
A regular medicine bottle with a standard-size nipple works well for 
feeding the lamb during the first few days. As the lamb grows older 
a pop bottle with a standard-size nipple will be satisfactory. If quite a 
few pet lambs are to be fed, then a multiple lamb feeder, either com-
m ercial or home-made, would be better. 
Provide the lambs with a creep ration when they are 7 to 10 days of 
age. The sooner the lambs begin to eat supplemental feed the faster they 
will grow. Soybean meal has been found to be an excellent feed for 
very young lambs. 
Individual Performance Differences 
The period of greatest performance difference between single lambs 
and lambs of multiple birth is within the first 30 days, when the lambs 
are relying primarily on the ewe for their source of food. As lambs begin 
to eat supplemental feed the differences in gain decrease, and somewhere 
between 60 and 90 days of age twins usually catch up with singles in 
rate of gain. The data in Table 3 help point out this tendency. Wether 
lambs usually gain at about the same rate as ewe lambs from birth to 90 
days of age, but ram lambs normally gain from 3.5 to 7 pounds more 
during the same period. 
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Table 3. - Performance Differences for Lambs 
in Five Age Groups 
No. Average daily gain (lb. ) by period 
Item lambs 0- 10 10- 30 30-60 60-90 0- 90 
All lambs .... 72 .372 .521 .642 .693 .602 
Singles ....... . . ....... 27 .464 .590 . 714 .719 .659 
Twins raised single . . ..... 11 .387 .519 .565 .691 .579 
Twins raised twins ..... 34 .265 .455 .647 .688 .568 
"In-and-Out" System of Lamb Management 
If lambs are not sold before going to pasture, the "in-and-out" system 
of lamb management may be practical. There are several alternative 
procedures in this system: 
1. Keep ewes and lambs together in drylot at night, but place them on 
separate pastures during the day. 
2. Keep ewes and lambs together in drylot during the day, but place 
them on separate pastures at night. 
3. Keep ewes and lambs together in drylot at night, place ewes on 
pa ture during the day and keep lambs in the barn on creep feeders. 
4. Keep ewes and lambs together in drylot during the day, place ewes 
on pa ture at night, and keep lambs in the barn on creep feeders. 
The "in-and-out' system tends to cut down internal parasite problems 
and improves lamb performance during the pasture season. 
Weaning 
The proper age to wean lambs depends primarily on the system of 
management followed. These factors influence the age at which lambs 
are weaned: when the lambs are born (early or late ) ; percentage of 
multiple births; creep feeding; availability of grain or pasture; parasite 
problem · type of sheep raised; and market prices and price outlook. 
Most lambs in the midwestern states are weaned between two and 
five months of age. Late lambs that reach market weight on pasture 
are usually weaned at an older age than early lambs that are creep-fed. 
In rec nt years there ha been more interest in earlier weaning. One 
reason is that milk production usually reaches a peak three or four weeks 
after lambing and decreases thereafter. Three or four months after 
lambing most ewes will be producing very little milk and it would be more 
economical to wean the lambs and turn the ewes out to pasture or at 
least decrea e their daily ration. Many flock owners now wean at 90 days 
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of age or less with good results, and some research done on weaning at 
30 to 60 days of age has had good results. 
Wean spring lambs that are on hand July 1. Weaning will enable 
lambs to reach market earlier and avoid late summer hazards of hot 
weather, poor pastures, and parasite buildups. Worm, drench, and shear 
the lambs and vaccinate them for overeating disease. Shorn lambs will 
be more comfortable, will gain faster, and will grade higher when sold. 
When weaned lambs are fed on good parasite-free legume or legume-
grass pasture, the grain ration may consist of only corn or a mixture of 
corn and other grains. If you feed lambs in drylot, the ration should con-
tain at least 13 percent crude protein. Feed a good-quality legume or 
mixed hay free choice, in addition to the grain ration unless a complete 
ground and mixed ration or pelleted ration is used. 
MANAGEMENT ON PASTURE 
Your sheep will get the most out of pastures if you do as follow 
1. Wait until pastures are ready before turning in the flock. Most 
forage should be 4 to 6 inches high before being grazed. Sorghum-
sudangrass hybrids should be approximately 18 inches high before being 
grazed. 
2. Use a moderate stocking rate to prevent close grazing. Stocking 
rates will vary with pasture forage used, season, and fertility level. If 
pastures become short because of drouth or overstocking, wean the lambs. 
The illustration on the facing page shows pasture grazing periods and the 
normal stocking rates for Illinois pastures. 
3. If possible, rotate pastures at two- to three-week intervals. Clip 
pastures at the end of each grazing period to encourage new growth, 
retain legumes in the pasture mixture, and control weeds. Grazing with 
cattle will increase pasture yields. 
4. Provide clean water and shade. 
FEEDING THE STUD RAM 
Even though there has been very little research work dealing with 
nutrition of the stud ram, some general recommendations can be made. 
The stud ram, like the brood ewe, requires adequate nutrition in order to 
perform efficiently. Poor nutrition can result in lowered fertility or even 
infertility, as well as loss of vigor and strength. For best results the ram 
should be in moderate condition at breeding time. 
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In the summer and just before the breeding season the ram can re-
ceive all of its nutrient requirements from pasture. If the ram begins to 
lose weight during the breeding season or if he is thin before the breeding 
season, he should receive from 1 to 1 Y2 pounds per day of a concentrate 
mixture similar to that recommended for ewes. If a ram lamb is being 
used he should be fed more than this. 
Pasture crops 
Alfalfa-bromegrass 
Alfalfa 
Bluegrass 
Ladino clover 
Oats 
Orchardgrass 
Sudan grass 
Timothy-red clover 
Winter rye 
Alfalfa-bromegrass 
Ladino-tall fescue 
Ladino clover 
Lespedeza 
Orchardg rass-Lad i no 
Sudan grass 
Winter rye 
The above illustration indicates pasture grazing periods and carrying capaci-
ties (ewes per acre) for Illinois. Actual carrying capacities will vary with 
rainfall, temperature, fertility, season, and stand. 
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During the winter months feed the ram so that he gains orne weight 
but does not become excessively fat. One pound of a concentrate mixture 
and 3lh to 4 pounds of legume or mixed hay should be enough for a 
180-pound ram. Feed a 240- to 250-pound ram the same level of con-
centrate and 4lh to 5 pounds of hay per day. When silage is fed, sub ti-
tute 2 to 3 pounds of silage for each pound of hay replaced. 
PARASITE CONTROL 
Failure to effectively control internal and external parasites can result 
in greatly decreased performances of ewes and lambs. Severe case of 
parasitism often cause death. Good parasite control is one of the man-
agement practices that pays big dividends. 
Internal Parasites 
The most common internal parasite is the stomach worm. Tape-
worms and lung worms are also found in many Illinois flocks. Therefore, 
parasite control programs are directed primarily toward the control of 
these three. Other internal parasites, such as smaller round worms, 
nodular worms, whip worms, and liver flukes, are occasionally reported. 
If you suspect your sheep have these internal parasites your veterinarian 
can identify them and suggest proper treatment. 
For the most effective control of internal parasites, drench the brood 
flock and replacement stock at least three or four times a year: once 
This picture indicates the proper method of drenching. Note that the nose 
and jaws have been clamped shut. 
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before turning sheep out to pasture in the spring · once or twice during 
the summer and early fall; and again when the sheep are brought into 
the barn for the winter. Lambs that are born early and are marketed 
without going to pasture will usually not need drenching. Those that are 
to go on pasture should be drenched regularly the arne as the brood flock. 
Don't use the same drench throughout the year, but alternate at least 
two different one . If you u e only one product the parasites that are not 
eliminated may become at least partly immune to it. Four common 
drenching materials are phenothiazine, phenothiazine-arsenate of lead, 
combination drench (copper sulfate-nicotine sulfate ) , and thiabendazole. 
Allow sheep free access to a phenothiazine-trace-mineralized salt 
mixture during the pasture season. Providing rotation pasture or rotating 
sheep on permanent pa ture is also an effective mean of reducing internal 
parasite problems. 
External Parasites 
External parasites can be controlled best by following a yearly dipping 
program. Use a toxaphene solution or other dipping preparations recom-
mended for livestock u e and recognized by the USDA and the Illinois 
Department of Agriculture. Ticks, lice, and mites can be very detrimental 
to the performance of sheep of all ages, and especially detrimental to the 
quality and value of the wool produced. 
Ticks are probably the most common external sheep parasites. They 
are brown, have six legs, are about 3/ 16 to 1/ 4 inch long, and can be 
easily seen when the fleece is parted. By sucking blood from the skin of 
heep, ticks cause irritation, restles ness, rubbing, and lo s of wool. 
There are two kinds of sheep lice, the biting louse and the sucking 
louse. The more common is the red-headed biting louse. It is very small 
- seldom more than 1/ 25 of an inch long - and looks much like a tim-
othy seed. You can see lice either in the wool or on the skin. The 
damages to sheep are mainly an irritation of the skin which causes sheep 
to rub off their wool and an unthrifty condition cau ed by restlessness. 
Four species of mit s affect sheep: the psoroptic or scab mite, the 
chorioptic or foot scab mite, the sarcoptic or head scab mite, and the 
p orergates mite, which lives between the layers of skin . The psoroptic, 
commonly called sheep scab mite, causes the greatest damage to flocks . 
It is one of the most destructive external parasites and also one of the 
most difficult to control. Thi parasite is only 1/ 50 of an inch long and 
burrows into the kin. The sheep rubs itself and pulls at the wool to re-
lieve the irritation and itching. Hard scabs form in the affected areas 
and the sheep loses condition rapidly. Since heep scab is such a highly 
infectious disease, treatment must be prompt and effective. Federal and 
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state programs are under way to eliminate scabies from the United States. 
Dipping should be done on a bright, sunny day if possible, but do not 
wait for the ideal day if scab has been diagnosed. Few farms have per-
manent dipping vats, but portable dipping vats are available throughout 
much of the state. If neither type is available, the sheep may be sprayed. 
Spraying calls for more material and is usually not so effective as dipping. 
Dusting is a difficult and dirty job and less effective than either dipping 
or spraying. The operator should wear a respirator for protection when 
he is dusting. 
FOOT HEALTH 
It is very important to keep the feet of all sheep well trimmed. Foot 
problems prevent sheep from performing at the highest level. These 
problems are much easier to prevent than to cure. 
Suggestions for Foot Care 
1. Trim the feet of all sheep twice a year. Use a sharp knife, pruning 
shears, or foot-rot shears. 
2. Sell for slaughter all sheep that do not respond to treatment. 
The picture on the left shows a sheep with one hoof that needs trimming and 
one that is properly trimmed. A commonly used foot trimmer is also shown. 
Note in the picture on the right how much better the sheep can stand on the 
hoof that has been properly trimmed. 
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3. Isolate all new sheep until their feet have been carefully inspected 
and trimmed. 
4. Do not allow sheep to travel through deep mud or manure. 
5. Catch lame sheep and examine their feet as soon as you notice the 
lameness. 
6. To minimize pasture contamination, isolate all sheep that have any 
type of foot infection. 
Foot problems may be caused by foot rot, foot abscess, and foot scald; 
lack of timely and proper foot care; poor foot development caused by 
tissue abnormalities, nutrition, and genetics; injury from cinders, gravel, 
and plant stubbles; and lip and foot diseases, such as contagious ecthyma. 
Foot Rot1 
Foot rot affects sheep of all ages and lameness is usually the first 
symptom noticed. Animals that are not treated seldom recover readily 
and they remain carriers. The disease can spread rapidly through the 
flock, and one or more feet may become infected. The outer horny por-
tion of the hoof frequently separates from the sole. The separation 
usually progresses from the heel to the toe. There is not a large amount 
of pus, but gray necrotic material separates the horny portion from the 
underlying flesh of the hoof. Foot rot is characterized by a strong odor 
of the affected tissue. 
Foot Abscess 1 
Foot abscess differs greatly from foot rot. The abscess frequently 
affects a single foot at a time and may even be limited to half of the 
foot. Generally there is no odor, or if there is odor, it is hard to define. 
In the early stages pressure on the claw causes pain. Later a boil-like 
abscess appears, with swelling, inflammation, and proud flesh which bleeds 
freely. Yellowish-green pus erupts at the coronet or higher up. Like a 
boil, it discharges gray or yellow necrotic material. The abscess usually 
heals with time and is not considered highly infectious or contagious. The 
germ is passed in the dung of the sheep. 
Foot Scald1 
Foot scald is a mild irritation of the area between the sheep's toes. 
It occurs during wet weather and causes lameness. Foot scald can be con-
1 Material taken from "Sheep Raising in Ohio" by Grimshaw, Bell, and J udy, 
1963. 
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trolled by clipping areas of the pastures where the sheep lie to reduce the 
incubation effect of the wet, warm pasture. 
Footbath Solutions 
If a footbath is needed, use a solution of 20 to 25 percent copper 
sulfate, 5 to 10 percent formalin, or 10 percent quaternary ammonia. 
Let sheep stand in a footbath for at least 3 to 4 minutes, and treat every 
second day for eight days. Follow a sound yearly foot-health program to 
minimize foot troubles. 
LAMB MARKETING 
Lamb prices usually reach a high in June and decline to a December 
low. In many years a 90- to 95-pound choice lamb marketed in June has 
grossed as much as a 115-pound lamb sold in November and December. 
Heavy-muscled, fast-gaining 
lambs like the one pictured at 
the right bring top prices on to-
day's markets. Such lambs pro-
duce trim, muscular carcasses 
like the one shown below. Some 
of the best lambs have loin eyes 
larger than 3 square inches (see 
enlargement below). 
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Lambs carried through late summer also gain weight more slowly, have 
gains that are more expensive, have more parasites, grade lower, and 
have more death losses. 
Top out lambs as they reach 90 to 100 pounds and grade choice or 
prime. At times they can be carried to 110 pounds without being penal-
ized for heavy weights. However, later in the season they should weigh 
90 to 100 pounds and grade at least choice to bring top prices. 
Suckling lambs will shrink a great deal en route to market. To 
reduce shrink, you should sort, transport, and weigh them in as short a 
time as possible. Try to sort spring lambs for shipment the day they are 
to be sold. 
Most Illinois lambs are sold through terminal markets, local pools, 
and auctions. However, some large commercial flocks move lambs on a 
direct basis by selling either to a packer representative or an order buyer. 
Your choice of a market will depend on current prices, markets in your 
area, numbers of lambs you have to sell, and available transportation. 
Easter lambs are milk-fat lambs weighing 40 to 45 pounds. They are 
sold to meet the demand during the Easter season. Although the price per 
pound for Easter lambs may seem high, the most important consideration 
in selling to this specialty market is the number of dollars you will receive 
per head. Lambs that are ready for the Easter market in late March or 
April will probably weigh 90 to 100 pounds in June, the normal peak 
in spring lamb prices, so you must figure carefully to see what will be the 
most profitable way to market such lambs. 
WOOL PRODUCTION AND MARKETING 
Value of Wool 
Harvest the wool crop carefully, for it is a valuable product. Wool is 
one of the highest priced products sold from the farm, and in many cases 
it is one of the most poorly managed. It accounts for 15 to 30 percent 
of the gross returns from sheep. 
Fleece weights of brood ewes and rams are important. For example, 
take two extremes, one ewe shearing 7 pounds and another shearing 14 
pounds. With wool, including incentive payment, at 65 cents a pound 
and lamb at 24 cents a pound, the light-shearing ewe would have to raise 
19 pounds more lamb than the heavy-shearing ewe in order to produce 
the same gross income. It may be well worth your time to pay more atten-
tion to the fleece weights of your breeding stock. 
Care and Marketing of Fleeces 
When you shear sheep and handle fleeces, there are certain important 
procedures to follow: 
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1. Shear only when the wool is dry. 
2. Shear on a clean, dry surface. 
3. A void second cuts; remove the fleece in one piece. 
4. Remove all tags, dung locks, and stained wool from the fleece, and 
bag them separately. 
5. Roll fleece with the flesh side out and tie securely, but not too 
tightly, into a neat package. 
6. Use paper twine for tying fleeces. 
7. Store the tied fleeces in a wool bag in a clean, dry area that is pro-
tected from dust, dirt, and rodents. 
Fleeces that are full of hay, straw, manure, mud, or other foreign 
matter are greatly reduced in value. If you live in an area that holds a 
wool pool, it may be to your advantage to market through the pool. At 
least check present wool prices before you sell to local buyers so you will 
have an idea what your wool is worth. 
Following the proper method makes shearing much easier for the shearer 
and the sheep. This picture was taken at one of the four sheep shearing 
schools that are conducted in Illinois each spring. 
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Wool Grades 
Since January 1, 1966, new U. S. standards for grades of wool have 
been in effect. The new standards designate 16 numerical grades, four 
more than existed previously, and were designed to give the wool industry 
a more precise and objective means of evaluating wool grades. The 
grades still retain their traditional numbers, which originally reflected 
spinning count. Spinning count is based on the number of hanks of yarn 
(each hank is 560 yards in length ) that can be spun from one pound of 
wool top. 
The new standards spe:::ify average fiber diameter limits for each grade 
in terms of microns ( 1/ 25,400 of an inch ) . Each grade also contains 
limits on the variation in diameter allowed among the individual fibers in 
the lot. If the variability of the individual fibers is greater than the limits 
specified in the standards, the wool will be graded the next lower grade. 
The new standards provide for the grading of wool by both visual 
appraisal and actual measurement of fiber diameter. 
Before January 1, 1966, the American or blood system and the nu-
merical system were both commonly used; however, producers generally 
refer to the blood system when discussing wool grades. In this system 
wool is placed into one of seven major grades based on diameter of fiber. 
A comparison of the official U. S. grades and the blood system follows. 
Official U.S. Grades 
Finer than grade 80's 
80's 
70's 
64's 
62's 
60's 
58' 
56's 
54's 
50's 
48's 
46's 
44's 
40's 
36's 
Coar er than grade 36's 
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American or Blood System 
Fine 
1h blood 
% blood 
lA blood 
Low lA blood 
Common 
Braid 
Marketing Wool 
Here a properly tied 
fleece is being inspected 
for staple length and 
grade. Note the wool 
bag in the background 
where the fleece will be 
stored until sold. Note 
also that the shearing 
floor has been kept 
clean. 
Selling your wool for the best possible price is important. A higher 
price per pound not only means a larger check when sold, but a larger 
wool incentive payment. Most Illinois wool clips are marketed through 
area wool pools, consigned to wool marketing cooperatives in neighboring 
states, or sold to wool buyers or their representatives. 
When wool is delivered to area wool pools, each fleece is graded 
according to fineness, length, color, and cleanness. Each producer's clip 
is weighed by grade and stored with other fleeces of the same grade. At 
the end of the pool, the wool is sold by grade on a sealed bid basis. Each 
consignor is paid for his consignment on the basis of grade and sales price. 
Wool cooperatives from several neighboring states are accepting wool 
on a consignment basis through Illinois points. When wool is delivered 
to one of these points, it is weighed and a cash advance or partial pay-
ment is made. The wool is shipped to the cooperative's warehouse, where 
it is fleece-graded. Each grade is weighed and stored or shipped with 
other wool of the same grade. The consignor receives final settlement 
on the basis of grade and price received for that grade, minus the amount 
of the cash advance. 
Wool sold to local dealers is usually sold on a cash basis. Many 
shearers also buy wool on this basis. These outlets may or may not pay a 
price differential for various grades. 
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